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INTRODUCTION 
Mantious Muscle or Extensor Digitorum brevis 
manus (EDBM) frequently found in cadaveric 
studies 
First description in the eighteenth century

Differential diagnosis = synovial cyst of the 
wrist
Frequency = 1 to 10% 
Ratio male/female = 1
A variant of the extensors of the hand 

CASE 
Young man, 14-year-old, self-taught musician, 
with a high-level autism with dorsal pain 

DISCUSSION
Anatomy : single fusiform muscle, 3 to 7 cm long 

-Proximal insertion : from the dorsal carpal capsule to the proximal side of 
the dorsal radiocarpal ligament

-Distal insertion : 2nd or 3rd common extensor, rarely on both
-Innervation : branch of the posterior IO nerve 
-Vascularization : posterior branch of the anterior IO artery 

Phylogeny :
-Remain of the subgroup of antebrachial extensor muscles found in reptiles 
and amphibians : a remnant of primitive arrangements in fish allowing 
movement of the fins

-Migration of the group of extensors upstream of the wrist because of 
opposition of the thumb, precise grasping and prono-supination

-Bilateral in 54.5%, larger on the dominant side, sometimes familiar 

Clinical symptoms : discomfort, pain or aesthetic disturbance 
Mobile mass at flexion and wrist extension and best seen wrist flexed at 30 °
and fingers extended. 

Differential diagnoses : tendon sheath cyst - rhumatic tenosynovitis -
benign soft tissue tumor - hunchback carp

Paraclinical Ultrasound because of its dynamic character
MRI = to analyze anatomical relationships to adjacent tissues

Treatment : 
1.Therapeutic abstention when discomfort is only aesthetic
2.Medical treatment : rest splint, workstation adaptation or modification of 
the activity practiced. Or injections of botulinum toxin under ultrasound 
control
3.Surgical management to resolve the conflict between EDBM and extensor 

retinaculum : by opening the retinaculum of the extensors, thinning the 
muscle or complete resection

SYMTPOMS
Mechanical and swelling pain of the dorsal side of his right hand evolving > 1 

year 
Mass <1cm, between the base of the 2nd and 3rd metacarpals, supple, 
adherent to the deep 

PARACLINICAL 
X-Ray normal
Ultrasound lesion of 4x13 mm, hypoechogenic and vascularised 
MRI iso-T1, enhanced by gadolinium, hypo-T2 - same as the intrinsic muscles

TREATMENT 
Surgical excision
Dissection : oblong muscle inserted proximally to the dorsal surface of the 
carpus and distally on the ulnar edge of the EPI. Its innervation originated 
from a branch of the posterior IO nerve and vascularisation by a branch of the 
posterior IO artery
Anatomopathological analysis = skeletal striated muscle

=> Last follow = healing achieved without any functional consequence


